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Abstract
This Article examines the legal and policy implications that arise when a school district decides to instruct students on issues
concerning same-sex attractions. As more states afford legal recognition to same-sex relationships and adopt non-discrimination
codes that include sexual orientation, schools are faced with the decision of what, when, and how to teach children about same-
sex attractions. Providing instruction on this divisive issue is fraught with conflict as views and beliefs on the topic are deeply-
held, diverse, and often politically charged. In disputes concerning other sensitive topics, courts long have afforded schools
broad discretion to implement curriculum without interference from parents or courts. This article explores the history and
purposes of public education before summarizing current state and federal law concerning parents' rights to opt children out of
curriculum. It also provides specific examples of how some public schools have dealt with the topic of same-sex attractions.
After highlighting the factually inaccurate and potentially harmful information some schools provide to students concerning
same-sex attractions, the article explores three possible causes of action against school districts: a state educational malpractice
claim, a federal parental rights claim, and a claim for declaratory and injunctive relief. In the past, these claims have, for the
most part, been unsuccessful as to curriculum challenges. This article presents a novel approach for those parents, educators,
and lawyers who would like to prevent schools from teaching children that a same-sex relationship is a healthy and normal
option to explore.
*464  “If a nation expects to be ignorant and free, in a state of civilization, it expects what never was and never will be.”
Thomas Jefferson 1
Introduction
Education has long been considered vital to the continued success of our nation. While there are debates today about where
that education should take place-public schools, private schools, charter schools, or home schools-everyone understands the
importance of educating our youth. A topic of widespread discussion today, however, is what should be taught in our public
schools. On quite a regular basis, there are conflicts between parents and school administrators over what is taught to the
students. Many of those disputes involve controversies surrounding moral issues-how much religion can be discussed in the
classroom, what types of religious beliefs should be discussed, should children be taught an abstinence-based curriculum,
a comprehensive sex education, or anything at all by our schools concerning sexuality, and what should children be taught
concerning same-sex attractions and gender identity issues.
For those who disagree with a school's decision on these matters, an often-heard argument is that schools should focus on
teaching reading, writing, and arithmetic while leaving the moral training to the parents. This argument overlooks two things.
First, it is impossible for a school system to teach its curriculum in a moral vacuum. The curriculum and classroom instruction
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are infused with the values and beliefs of those who establish the curriculum and instruct the children. Certainly, schools could
steer clear of sex education to avoid obvious conflicts on that particular controversial subject, but the divisive issues arise in
other classes including literature, history, science, and social studies. Schools and teachers decide which books to read, what
parts of history to discuss, which view on origins to teach, and what role government has in ensuring “equal rights.” None
of these can be taught in a morally neutral fashion. Second, the argument that schools should refrain from values instruction
ignores the fact that from the earliest of days in America, schools were viewed as a means to transmit important moral values to
the next generation. The founders of this nation understood that an educated citizenry was vital to our nation's success and that a
vital component of that education was proper morals training. The *465  difficulty today, however, is that as a nation we have
strayed so far from Judeo-Christian moral values that we now seek to teach in public schools values that directly contradict
those our founders understood were necessary to the preservation of the republic.
Part I of this Article will discuss the history and purposes of education in America. Part II will provide a number of examples
of what students are taught or exposed to in schools concerning same-sex attractions. Part III will summarize current state and
federal opt out standards. It also will discuss a number of cases to demonstrate the existing conflict between rights of parents to
direct the education of their children and the broad discretion afforded schools to inculcate the values they deem necessary to
prepare students for participation in a diverse society. Part IV will explore three legal avenues to hold school districts accountable
for teaching students factually inaccurate and potentially harmful information concerning same-sex attractions. It will explain
the claim of educational malpractice as it presently exists in its very limited context and discuss how the claim could be applied
to schools in a defined set of circumstances. It will also explain how a parental rights claim could be successfully maintained
against school districts under these circumstances. Finally, it will discuss specific circumstances where plaintiffs could obtain
injunctive relief to prevent implementation of factually inaccurate sex education curriculum.
I. The History and Purposes of Public Education in America
The founders of this nation understood that an educated citizenry was vital to our success as a nation, and that a vital component
of that education was proper morals training. For example, Gouveneur Morris, a signer of the Constitution, stated that “[r]eligion
is the only solid basis of good morals; therefore, education should teach the precepts of religion and the duties of man towards
God.” 2  Benjamin Rush, a signer of the Declaration of Independence, echoed that sentiment, linking morals training with the
preservation of liberty: “the only foundation for a useful education in a republic is to be laid in Religion. Without this there can
be no virtue, and without virtue there can be no liberty, and liberty is the object and life of all *466  republican governments.” 3
The emphasis placed on religious training is evident from the nation's early textbooks. Noah Webster's Blue Back Speller, which
was the leading spelling book in America for more than a century, extensively quoted Scripture. 4  The New England Primer,
written in 1777, taught children their alphabet with explicit references to Bible characters and events. To learn the letter “A,”
children recited “[i]n Adam's Fall, We sinned all.” 5  For the letter “C,” they recited “Christ crucify'd, For sinner's dy'd.” 6  In
Mr. Webster's history text, he instructed students:
The brief exposition of the Constitution of the United States will unfold to young persons the principles of republican
government; and . . . our citizens should early understand that the genuine source of correct republican principles is the Bible-
particularly the New Testament or the Christian religion. 7
One of the first public education laws in America, passed by Massachusetts, directly links the purpose of education with religion.
“The Old Deluder Satan Act” declared that children needed a good education so that they could read their Bible. 8  In the 1800s,
the Kansas State Superintendent of public instructions warned:
*467  “[I]f the study of the Bible is to be excluded from all State schools-if the inculcation of the principles of Christianity is to
have no place in the daily program-if the worship of God is to form no part of the general exercises of these public elementary
schools-then the good of the State would be better served by restoring all schools to church control.” 9
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Supreme Court Justice Joseph Story also commented on the important role of religion in public schools, stating in an 1844
decision:
Why may not the Bible, and especially the New Testament, without note or comment, be read and taught as a Divine revelation
in the [school]-its general precepts expounded . . . and its glorious principles of morality inculcated? . . . Where can the purest
principles of morality be learned so clearly or so perfectly as from the New Testament? 10
Our founding fathers not only understood the vital role religion played in education but also in the political success of our nation.
President George Washington reminded the nation in his 1796 Farewell Address that there are two indispensable supports to the
political prosperity of a republic: religion and morality. 11  He also made clear that a particular type of morality was essential to
the nation's continued success-morality based on Judeo-Christian principles. 12  John Witherspoon, a signer of the Declaration
of Independence, told students at Princeton, where he was President, that
*468  [H]e is the best friend to American liberty who is most sincere and active in promoting true and undefiled religion and
how sets himself with the greatest firmness to bear down profanity and immorality of every kind. Whoever is an avowed enemy
of God, I scruple not to call him an enemy to his country. 13
As a result, Noah Webster cautioned young people in 1834 about the type of leaders they should elect:
When you become entitled to exercise the right of voting for public officers, let it be impressed on your mind that God commands
you to choose for rules, just men who will rule in the fear of God. The preservation of a republican government depends on the
faithful discharge of this duty; if the citizens neglect their duty, and place unbridled men in office, the government will soon
be corrupted; laws will be made, not for the public good, so much as for selfish or local purposes; corrupt or incompetent men
will be appointed to execute the laws; the public revenues will be squandered on unworthy men; and the rights of the citizens
will be violated or disregarded. If a republican government fails to secure public prosperity and happiness, it must be because
the citizens neglect the divine commands, and elect bad men to make and administer the laws. 14
In addition to the strong emphasis placed on proper religious training in education, the United States Supreme Court has long
recognized that from *469  the very beginning of our nation education was viewed as an essential means to properly prepare
citizens for participation in our political system. The Court has explained that:
The “American people have always regarded education and [the] acquisition of knowledge as matters of supreme importance.”
We have recognized “the public schools as a most vital civic institution for the preservation of a democratic system of
government,” and as the primary vehicle for transmitting “the values on which our society rests. [A]s . . . pointed out early
in our history, . . . some degree of education is necessary to prepare citizens to participate effectively and intelligently in our
open political system if we are to preserve freedom and independence.” And these historic “perceptions of the public schools
as inculcating fundamental values necessary to the maintenance of a democratic political system have been confirmed by the
observations of social scientists.” In addition, education provides the basic tools by which individuals might lead economically
productive lives to the benefit of us all. In sum, education has a fundamental role in maintaining the fabric of our society. 15
As Alexis DeTocqueville travelled America for nine months in 1831, studying its political system as a possible model for post-
revolutionary France, he noted the importance of an educated citizenry, particularly an education firmly grounded in proper
morals.
It cannot be doubted that in the United States the instruction of the people powerfully contributes to the support of the democratic
republic, and such must always be the case, I believe, where the instruction which enlightens the understanding is not separated
from the moral education. 16
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Even today, there is little dispute over the proposition that for a republican form of government to survive, proper values must
be taught to the next generation. The disagreement exists over who decides what values are “proper values.” Parental delegation
to public schools of the authority to transmit proper values to their children raises unique concerns when, as now, the nation
is divided over many moral issues.
*470  Language from a 1986 United States Supreme Court opinion swings the door wide open for schools to inculcate those
values that the school district determines appropriate. In Bethel v. Fraser, a school district suspended a high school student for
a sexually graphic metaphor he used in a nominating speech he made at a school assembly. In upholding the school district's
decision to sanction the student for his speech, the Court offered this explanation:
Surely it is a highly appropriate function of public school education to prohibit the use of vulgar and offensive terms in public
discourse. Indeed, the “fundamental values necessary to the maintenance of a democratic political system” disfavor the use of
terms of debate highly offensive or highly threatening to others. Nothing in the Constitution prohibits the states from insisting
that certain modes of expression are inappropriate and subject to sanctions. The inculcation of these values is truly the “work of
the schools.” . . . The determination of what manner of speech in the classroom or in school assembly is inappropriate properly
rests with the school board.
The process of educating our youth for citizenship in public schools is not confined to books, the curriculum, and the civics
class; schools must teach by example the shared values of a civilized social order. Consciously or otherwise, teachers-and
indeed the older students-demonstrate the appropriate form of civil discourse and political expression by their conduct and
deportment in and out of class. Inescapable, like parents, they are role models. The schools, as instruments of the state, may
determine that the essential lessons of civil, mature conduct cannot be conveyed in a school that tolerates lewd, indecent, or
offensive speech and conduct . . . . 17
Although the question of whether the school properly punished the student is beyond the scope of this Article, the Court's
decision raises obvious questions in the context of what values should be taught concerning same-sex attractions, particularly
when the school's views contradict those of the parents.
*471  II. What Students Are Learning in School About Their Sexual Identity
Schools across the nation face the questions of whether, what, and when to teach children concerning same-sex attractions. 18
For example, the Sexuality Information and Education Council of the United States (SIECUS) crafted guidelines in 1991
entitled “Guidelines for Comprehensive Sexuality Education: Kindergarten-12th Grade” (the Guidelines). Over 100,000 copies
have been distributed. 19  Now in its third edition, the Guidelines take specific positions on the issue of same-sex attractions. It
conveys same-sex attractions as normal by telling students that people of the same sex can love each other, 20  “[p]eople do not
choose their sexual orientation”-after explaining that the “origin of people's sexual orientation is not known” 21 -and “[c]hildren
may have a mother, a mother and a father, two mothers, two fathers, or any other combination of adults who love and care for
them.” 22  California's Comprehensive Sexual Health and HIV/AIDS Prevention Education Act requires schools that provide
comprehensive sex education to include materials that are “appropriate for use with pupils of all . . . sexual orientations,” 23
encourages pupils to develop healthy attitudes about sexual orientation, 24  and does not “reflect or promote bias against any
person” based on sexual orientation. 25  Iowa similarly requires that human growth and development instruction be “free of
racial, ethnic, sexual orientation, and gender biases.” 26  *472  Montgomery County, Maryland requires students to read five
“coming out” stories about homosexual, bisexual, and transgendered youth as part of the training on “Respect for Differences
in Human Sexuality.” 27  Setting the stage nationally, President Obama embraced diverse family structures in his 2010 Mother's
and Father's Day Proclamations when he said that “[n]urturing families come in many forms, and children may be raised by”
either “two mothers” or “two fathers.” 28
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Instruction concerning same-sex attractions is not limited to the sex education curriculum. The 2007 National School Climate
Survey by GLSEN (Gay Lesbian Straight Education Network) indicates that LGBT issues are not limited to sex education
courses but are taught across the curriculum, including history, literature, science, math, gym, and foreign languages. 29  The
survey indicates that 12.7% of the LGBT (lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgendered) students surveyed reported that LGTB-
related topics were taught in school 30  and of that percentage, 83% reported that LGBT people or events were positively
portrayed. 31
Schools also expose students to issues concerning same-sex attractions through extracurricular activities. For example, in
October 2008, a number of first graders took a field trip to San Francisco City Hall for the “wedding” of their teacher and her
lesbian partner; administrators called the field trip “a teachable moment.” 32  In another California school, a nurse explained
that as part of the school's efforts during Gay Pride Month, the school created a Rainbow Cafe where each day students could
discuss a different topic related to sexuality and LGBT issues. To encourage attendance by “kids who wouldn't be exposed to
this kind of *473  programming,” teachers were encouraged to give extra credit to students who participated. 33
In Illinois, one middle school participated in a diversity day, using resources in part from Teaching Tolerance. 34  One of the
resources from Teaching Tolerance's Mix It Up program for K-12 students includes a “Homophobia Quiz” that asks students
to rate how much they agree with twenty-five statements, including: “Gay people make me nervous;” “Gay people deserve
what they get;” “Homosexuality is immoral;” “Marriage between homosexual individuals is acceptable;” and “I would feel
uncomfortable having a gay roommate.” 35
Educators in Helena, Montana passed a health curriculum in 2010 that caused significant controversy. 36  The core competencies
called for kindergarten teachers to “[i]ntroduce basic reproductive body parts (penis, vagina, breast, nipples, testicles, scrotum,
uterus)” and “[r]ecognize that family structures differ . . . .” 37  First graders are to be taught to “[u]nderstand human beings can
love people of the same gender & people of another gender[.]” 38  Second graders are to learn to “[a]cknowledge that individuals
& families have a variety of values as it pertains to sexual behaviors . . . .” 39  Fifth graders are to “[u]nderstand that sexual
intercourse includes but is not limited to vaginal, oral, or anal penetration [.]” 40  Finally, ninth through twelfth graders are to
“[u]nderstand erotic images in art *474  reflect society's views about sexuality & help people understand sexuality[.]” 41
At times, some students seek legal recourse to ensure that schools “respect” their gender or sexual identity. In 2009, the Maine
Human Rights Commission ruled that a school district unlawfully discriminated against a transgendered fifth grade student by
denying the boy access to the girls' restrooms in the school. Initially, the school permitted the boy to use the girls' restrooms but
required him to use a single-stall faculty bathroom after boys began to harass him for using the girls' restrooms. 42  Unhappy
with that compromise, the parents filed a discrimination complaint against the school and won. The school now must allow the
boy to use the girls' restrooms and take all steps to keep the child safe-except letting him use the single-stall restroom. In March
2010, the Commission held a public hearing on its proposal to require all schools in Maine to permit transgendered students to
use the restroom of their choice, regardless of whether they are boys or girls. 43
Certain organizations are leading the way in seeking to develop what it considers tolerant and diverse schools. One such
organization that has dedicated itself to LGBT issues in public schools is GLSEN (Gay, Lesbian, Straight Education Network).
Kevin Jennings, founder of GLSEN, was appointed by President Obama to lead the “safe school” efforts at the Department of
Education. 44  Soon after the appointment, it was reported that while Jennings was a teacher he failed to report to authorities
that a 15 year old student told him of a sexual relationship with an older man. 45  Instead, Jennings cautioned the boy to use a
condom. 46  GLSEN's educational efforts directly encourage acceptance of same-sex relationships. GLSEN seeks to eradicate
what it describes as “homophobia” and “heterosexism” in schools, it creates curriculum for teachers to use in schools, it
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encourages *475  students to participate in several special days throughout the school year-including Ally Week, No Name
Calling Week, TransAction Day, and Day of Silence-and promotes formation of the now more than 4,000 gay-straight alliance
clubs in schools around the country. 47
In one of its educational resources, GLSEN discusses the perceived problem of “institutional heterosexism” in schools. 48
GLSEN defines heterosexism as “the belief . . . that homosexuality is ‘wrong’ or ‘less than [heterosexuality],”’ the belief that
“heterosexuality is ‘better’ or [more] ‘normal [than homosexuality],”’ or the “assumption that the gender roles today's society
assigns to males and females are ‘natural’ and ‘right.”’ 49  “[H]eterosexism can also be understood as the assumption that a dual
gender role system based on birth assigned sex is natural and desirable.” 50  “Heterosexism is not a replacement for homophobia.
Rather it is a broader term that does not imply the same level of hatred, and which can describe seemingly innocent thoughts
and behavior on the belief that heterosexuality is the norm.” 51
To gain broad-based public acceptance for those with same-sex sexual attractions or gender identity confusion, GLSEN sponsors
various special days. For example, Ally Week takes place in October and encourages all students to become allies against anti-
LGBT discrimination and harassment. 52  GLSEN hosts an Education Allies Network in support of the day and offers educators
a Safe Space kit. 53  On the Day of Silence, in April each year, students are encouraged to remain silent all day and distribute
*476  cards to encourage other students to end the silence about the alleged anti-LGBT discrimination taking place in the
schools. 54  While this Author believes schools should punish youth who harass other youth, GLSEN's efforts go much further.
By recognizing these “special days” devoted to LGBT issues, GLSEN seeks to normalize same-sex attractions in the minds
of our children.
A fairly recent day created by GLSEN is TransAction Day, which is celebrated in February of each year. 55  It is a “day to
encourage dialogue about gender, gender roles and the full range of gender identities, and to advocate for inclusive, safe schools
for all students.” 56  GLSEN makes a variety of resources available to students and teachers, including materials entitled From
Denial to Denigration: Understanding Institutionalized Heterosexism in Our Schools and The Power of Children's Literature:
Gay and Lesbian Themes in a Diverse Childhood Curriculum. 57  One of the resources also includes a two-page document
entitled Gender Terminology. 58  Some of the defined terms are: “Genderism: Related to sexism, but is the systematic belief
that people need to conform to the gender role assigned to them based on a gender binary system which includes only female
and male. This is a form of institutionalized discrimination as well as individually demonstrated prejudice.” 59  In other words,
children are told that it is discriminatory to believe that children should be encouraged to live consistently with their biological
sex. “Butch” is used to describe “people of all genders and sexes who act and dress in *477  stereotypically masculine
ways.” 60  The Gender Terminology document also explains that we need to begin using “gender-neutral pronouns” to avoid
discrimination. 61  Instead of “he” or “she,” we are encouraged to use “zie;” instead of his or her, we are encouraged to use
“hir.” 62  GLSEN encourages teachers to use the instructional materials in classrooms around the nation. 63  GLSEN is not alone
in its efforts.
Another organization that directs its efforts toward children, PFLAG (Parents, Families and Friends of Lesbians and Gays),
markets for students a brochure called Be Yourself. 64  In it, PFLAG explains to students that “One or two sexual experiences
with someone of the same sex may not mean you're gay . . . . Your school years are a time of figuring out what works for
you, and crushes and experimentation are often part of that.” 65  PFLAG also tells students that being gay, lesbian, bisexual,
or transgender is “as natural” as being straight, and “it's as healthy to be gay, lesbian or bisexual as to be straight-no matter
what some people might tell you.” 66  In other words, the brochure encourages students to experiment, at a young age, with
their sexuality.
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Schools also expose students to gender identity issues. For example, in one upstate New York school district, when a male high
school teacher returned after summer break dressing as a female-as part of his transition period before having sex reassignment
surgery-administrators showed students a slideshow presentation entitled Gender Identity Awareness. 67  It told students that
a person with GID “[w]ake[s] up every day in the wrong body.” 68  As a result, administrators told students that they were to
“respect all peoples' differences,” including addressing the male teacher as “Ms.” 69
*478  Still other schools tacitly condone gender identity expression that is inconsistent with a student's biological sex. For
example, a female student at a high school in Tuscon, Arizona was nominated for homecoming prince and a homosexual male
student at a Los Angeles school was crowned prom queen. 70  For those parents who object to having their children exposed to
these materials or events in schools, traditional legal remedies have not posed any real obstacle to the schools' efforts.
III. Existing State and Federal Laws May Not Protect Our Children
A. State Law
In many states, parents have a statutory right to opt children out of certain objectionable curriculum. The opt-outs, however,
are not broad ones that permit a student to be excused from any material parents find objectionable. Rather, the opt-outs tend to
center around sex education. According to a April 1, 2011 State Policies in Brief from the Guttmacher Institute, 71  twenty states
and the District of Columbia mandate that schools teach sex education, 72  and thirty-two states and the District of Columbia
mandate STD/HIV education. 73  Only three of the thirty-two states that have mandatory sex education or STD/HIV education
require prior parental permission. 74  While all but seven of the remaining states that have mandatory sex or STD/HIV education
permit parents to opt their children out of the curriculum under some circumstances, 75  very few require parents *479  to be
notified of the curriculum prior to instruction. 76  Thus, while parents have the legal right to opt-out, they may not even know
about their rights or that the school is teaching potentially objectionable materials. Of the states with an opt-out, five of the states
only permit parents to opt-out based on religious or moral beliefs. 77  And three of the states with an opt-out permit students
to opt-out of the STD/HIV instruction only-not sex education. 78
What none of the states permit, however, is a general opt-out from discussion or instruction about same-sex attractions that
occurs outside the context of a sex or STD/HIV education class. Thus, parents do not have any right to opt children out of
other classroom instruction or discussion that seeks to normalize same-sex attractions. Thus, if the history, literature, sociology,
psychology, or science teacher wishes to discuss the issues with students, parents have no legal right to opt-out under state law.
B. Federal Law
Parents have fewer rights under federal law. No federal law grants parents the right to opt children out of any curriculum in
government schools. 79  As a result, parents have resorted to claims that a state's refusal *480  to permit an opt-out violates the
parents' fundamental right to direct the education and upbringing of their children. 80  Those claims, however, have not been
successful despite the fact that the United States Supreme Court long has protected a parent's liberty right in making decisions
concerning their child's upbringing. 81
A parent's fundamental right has been described as “perhaps the oldest of the fundamental liberty interests . . . .” 82  The Supreme
Court has explained that because “[t]he child is not the mere creature of the state,” 83  “[i]t is cardinal . . . that the custody, care
and nurture of the child resides first in the parents, whose primary function and freedom include preparation for obligations the
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state can neither supply nor hinder.” 84  The Court's parental rights cases, Meyer, Pierce, Prince, and Yoder, are the foundation
for any parental rights claim.
In Meyer v. Nebraska, 85  the state made it unlawful to teach a foreign language to a child before she passed the eighth grade.
When a teacher was prosecuted for teaching German in violation of the statute, he challenged the constitutionality of the law.
In striking down the statute, the Supreme Court explained that
While this court has not attempted to define with exactness the liberty thus guaranteed [under the Fourteenth Amendment] . . . .
Without doubt, it denotes not merely freedom from bodily restraint but also the right of the individual to contract, to engage
in any of the common occupations of life, to acquire useful knowledge, to marry, establish a home and bring up children, to
worship God according to the dictates of his own conscience, and generally to enjoy those privileges long recognized at *481
common law as essential to the orderly pursuit of happiness by free men. 86
Thus, even though a teacher challenged the law, the Court decided the case by relying on the parents' right to direct their child's
education.
Two years later, the Supreme Court again analyzed the scope of the parental right when it overturned an Oregon statute that
prohibited parents from enrolling their children in private school. 87  The Supreme Court reaffirmed in Pierce that the fit parent's
liberty interest in the child was superior to the state's interest in the welfare of the child. The Court explained that the statute
unreasonably interferes with the liberty of the parents and guardians to direct the upbringing and education of children under
their control. . . . The child is not the mere creature of the state [and] those who nurture him and direct his destiny have the
right, coupled with the high duty, to recognize and prepare him for additional obligations. 88
Nearly two decades later, the Court revisited the parental liberty interest in Prince v. Massachusetts. 89  In Prince, a woman
was prosecuted for taking her niece, over whom she had guardianship, along with her to sell religious literature. 90  The Court
affirmed the prosecution, explaining that the state, as parens patriae, may, under certain circumstances, restrict the parents'
right. 91  The state interest, however, is limited. “The religious training and indoctrination of children may be accomplished in
many ways . . . . These and all others except the public proclaiming of religion on the streets . . . remain unaffected by the
decision.” 92
In 1972, the Court again acknowledged the fundamental liberty interest of parents in directing the upbringing of their children,
albeit in the context *482  of a free exercise claim. In Wisconsin v. Yoder, the Court upheld the right of Amish parents to educate
their children at home after the eighth grade notwithstanding a state law requiring education in a state-approved school. 93  The
Court found that the state's interest in providing universal education was secondary to the parents' rights to education their
children according to their Amish faith. The Court explained that
Providing public schools ranks at the very apex of the function of a State. Yet, . . . . a State's interest in universal education,
however highly we rank it, is not totally free from a balancing process when it impinges on fundamental rights and interests,
such as those specifically protected by the Free Exercise Clause of the First Amendment and the traditional interest of parents
with respect to the religious upbringing of their children . . . . 94
The parents' duty to prepare a child for additional obligations “include[s] the inculcation of moral standards, religious beliefs,
and elements of good citizenship.” 95  For the Amish, they believed children beyond the eighth grade should be educated at
home in the Amish way of life.
The importance placed upon the relationship between the child and fit, legal parents, also has been emphasized by the higher
standard of proof required before the state can substantially interfere with the parents' constitutional rights. 96  “[T]he interest of
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a parent in the companionship, care, custody, and management of his or her children ‘come(s) to this Court with a momentum
for respect lacking when appeal is made to liberties which derive merely from shifting economic arrangements.”’ 97  “Choices
about marriage, family life and the upbringing of children are among associational rights this Court has ranked as of basic
importance in our society, rights sheltered by the Fourteenth Amendment against the state's *483  unwarranted usurpation,
disregard, or disrespect.” 98  The state's interest in caring for the child of natural or adoptive parents is de minimis if the parents
are fit parents. 99
What appears to be a strong case in favor of parents to decide when and how their children will be exposed to comprehensive
sex education, including instruction on sexual and gender identity issues, evaporates in the face of the broad discretion afforded
schools to educate children. The United States Supreme Court has explained that schools are tasked with educating youth with
the
[F]undamental values necessary to the maintenance of a democratic political system. . . .
. . . .
. . . [S]chools must teach by example the shared values of a civilized social order. . . . The schools, as instruments of the state,
may determine that the essential lessons of civil, mature conduct cannot be conveyed in a school that tolerates lewd, or offensive
speech and conduct . . . . 100
In two other cases, the Court further explained
[A] sound education “is the very foundation of good citizenship. Today it is a principal instrument in awakening the child to
cultural values, in preparing him for later professional training, and in helping him to adjust normally to his environment.”. . .
“We have recognized the public schools as a most vital civic institution for the preservation of a democratic system of
government . . . and as the primary vehicle for transmitting the values on which our society rests. . . . In sum, education has a
fundamental role in maintaining the fabric of our society.” 101
The Supreme Court has given “broad discretionary powers” for schools to teach whatever values they deem appropriate. 102
Given the broad powers afforded schools, the obvious question becomes what happens when the school's values instruction
conflicts with the beliefs *484  of the students' parents. Several federal appellate courts have concluded that the state, not the
parents, will prevail in the conflict as long as the school has a legitimate reason for its instruction. 103  One court stated it this way:
It is axiomatic that competing constitutional claims are found in a school setting. Students, teachers, parents, administrators,
and the state as parens patriae, all have legitimate rights to further their respective goals. Sometimes these rights clash. Thus,
while there is a constitutional right to freedom of religion, it is not absolute and may be circumscribed by a compelling state
interest. 104
In deciding between the two competing interests, courts have decided that the school's obligation to educate trumps parental
rights once parents place their children in the public schools. As a result, “parental requests that their children be exempted from
a part of the general public school programs have been frequently denied.” 105  The courts have explained that when “parents
choose to enroll their children in public schools, they cannot demand that the school program be tailored to meet their individual
preferences, even those based on religion or a right of privacy.” 106  A review of a few cases in this area highlights the broad
discretion granted to school boards.
In Brown v. Hot, Sexy and Safer Productions, Inc., 107  the parents of two high school students complained that the officials of
a public school district violated their parental rights to direct the upbringing of their children and to educate in accord with their
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own views of morality. At issue in that case was a mandatory school AIDS awareness assembly during which the presenters
used sexually explicit language and performed sexually explicit skits with several students selected from the audience. In
the complaint, the students alleged that during the assembly, presenters also advocated and approved oral sex, masturbation,
homosexual sexual activity, and premarital sex. 108  In rejecting the parents' claim that the instruction violated their parental
rights, the court explained that a parent's right involves
*485  choosing a specific educational program-whether it be religious instruction at a private school or instruction in a foreign
language. . . . [T]he state does not have the power to “standardize its children” or “foster homogenous people” by completely
foreclosing the opportunity of individuals and groups to choose a different path of education. 109
Parents do not, however, have a
right to dictate the curriculum at the public school to which they have chosen to send their children. . . . If all parents had a
fundamental constitutional right to dictate individually what the schools teach their children, the schools would be forced to cater
a curriculum for each student whose parents had genuine moral disagreements with the school's choice of subject matter. 110
In another case from Massachusetts, the highest court of that state was asked whether it violated parents' rights for a school to
provide condoms to juniors and seniors without parental notice or a right of parents to opt their children out of the program.
Holding that the “[p]ublic education of children is unquestionably entrusted to the control, management, and discretion of State
and local communities,” 111  the court concluded that the condom distribution program did not violate the parents' constitutional
rights:
We discern no coercive burden on the plaintiffs' parental liberties in this case. No classroom participation is required of students.
Condoms are available to students who request them and, in high school, may be obtained from vending machines. The students
are not required to seek out and accept the condoms, read the literature accompanying them, or participate in counseling
regarding their use. . . . For their part, the plaintiff parents are free to instruct their children not to participate. . . . Although
exposure to condom vending machines and to the program itself may offend the moral and religious sensibilities of plaintiffs,
mere exposure to programs offered at school does not amount to an unconstitutional interference with parental liberties *486
without the existence of some compulsory aspect of the program. 112
The Ninth Circuit also rejected a claim that parents' rights were violated when their elementary school children in California
schools were exposed to sexual questions in a questionnaire that parents were told was designed to assess trauma. 113  Some
of the questions asked the elementary school students to rate various activities on a scale from “never” to “almost all of the
time.” 114  Those questions included the following: (i) touching my private parts too much, (ii) thinking about having sex, (iii)
thinking about touching other people's private parts, (iv) thinking about sex when I don't want to, (v) not trusting people because
they might want sex, and (vi) can't stop thinking about sex. 115
The Ninth Circuit held that the parents' rights were not violated because parents have no rights concerning what their children
are taught in school. Echoing the rationale of the First Circuit in Brown v. Hot, Sexy and Safer Productions, Inc., the Ninth
Circuit held that:
[O]nce parents make the choice as to which school their children will attend, their fundamental right to control the education
of their children is, at the least, substantially diminished. The constitution does not vest parents with the authority to interfere
with the public school's decision as to how it will provide information to its students or what information it will provide, in
its classrooms or otherwise. . . . “While parents may have a fundamental right to decide whether to send their children to a
public school, they do not have a fundamental right generally to direct how a public school teaches their child. Whether it is
the school curriculum, the hours of the school day, school discipline, the timing and content of examinations, the individuals
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hired to teach at the school, the extracurricular activities offered at the school . . . these issues of public education are generally
committed to the control of state and local authorities.” 116
*487  What makes Brown and Fields particularly troubling for parents is that in both instances the schools violated state laws
mandating that parents receive notice in advance of such events that specifically told them (i) about the proposed instruction
and that (ii) they have the right to opt their children out of the instruction. Despite the fact that the schools violated state law
that expressly gave parents an opt out right, the courts refused to find any violation of the parents' rights.
In yet another decision arising out of an incident in Massachusetts schools, the court reaffirmed that parents have no
constitutional right to dictate what their children are taught. As part of the Lexington school system's effort to educate its students
to understand and respect gays, lesbians, and diverse families, teachers read to first grade students a book entitled “King and
King,” which is a story where a prince marries another prince. 117  When the parents learned that the school read the book to their
children, some asked the school for a right to opt their children out of future instruction that demonstrates acceptance of same-
sex relationships. 118  While Massachusetts law gives parents the right to exempt children from any curriculum that primarily
involves human sexual education or human sexuality issues, that statute does not cover the type of classroom discussion that
the plaintiffs' children encountered. 119
In rejecting the parents' constitutional claims, the court articulated an extremely broad grant of authority to the public schools:
In essence, under the Constitution public schools are entitled to teach anything that is reasonably related to the goals of
preparing students to become engaged and productive citizens in our democracy. Diversity is a hallmark of our nation. It is
increasingly evident that our diversity includes differences in sexual orientation. . . . It is reasonable for public educators to teach
elementary school students about individuals with different sexual orientations and about various forms of families, including
those with same-sex parents, in an effort to eradicate the effects of past discrimination and, in the process, to reaffirm our nation's
constitutional commitment to promoting mutual respect among members of our diverse society. In addition, it is reasonable
for those educators to find that teaching young *488  children to understand and respect differences in sexual orientation will
contribute to an academic environment in which students who are gay, lesbian, or the children or same-sex parents will be
comfortable and, therefore, better able to learn. 120
The court explained that if the school were required to permit parents to opt children out of discussions concerning
homosexuality, “[a]n exodus from [the classroom] . . . could send the message that gays, lesbians, and the children of same-
sex parents are inferior and, therefore, have a damaging effect on those students.” 121  “[T]he very purpose of schools is the
preparation of individuals for participation as citizens and therefore local education officials may attempt to promote civic
virtues that awaken . . . the child to cultural values. . . . Schools are expected to transmit civic values. . . . [T]he state is expected
to teach civil values as part of its preparation of students for citizenship.” 122  “One of the most fundamental of those values is
mutual respect. . . . Students today must be prepared for citizenship in a diverse society.” 123
The court also was quite clear that the schools are tasked with changing the minds of children on the issue of homosexuality,
even if such instruction is contrary to parents' religious beliefs on the issue: “A key to changing a mind is to produce a shift
in the individual's mental representations. As it is difficult to change attitudes and stereotypes after they have developed, it is
reasonable for public schools to attempt to teach understanding and respect for gays and lesbians to young students . . . .” 124
A proposed Maryland curriculum 125  further demonstrates the inevitable conflict between the religious beliefs of some parents
and curriculum designed to positively portray same-sex relationships:
· “Myth: If you are ‘straight,’ you can become a homosexual. Fact: Most experts in the field have concluded that sexual
orientation is not a choice.” 126
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*489  · “Family” was defined as “two or more people who are joined together by emotional feelings or who are related to one
another.” All references to “husband” and “wife” were deleted. 127
· In a sample quiz, the curriculum answered the question of whether homosexuality is a sin by responding that “many religious
denominations do not believe this.” 128
· In a teacher resource, teachers were told that they should tell students “It is perfectly natural to be gay, lesbian, bisexual, and/
or transgender” and that they should “[a]ssure the young person that he/she is absolutely normal.” 129
The 2009 Report of the American Psychological Association Task Force on Appropriate Therapeutic Responses to Sexual
Orientation echoes these statements, concluding that:
· Students should be told that “same-sex sexual attractions, behavior, and orientation per se are normal and positive variants
of human sexuality [.]” 130
· Students should be taught that “[g]ay men, lesbians, and bisexual individuals form stable, committed relationships and families
that are equivalent to heterosexual relationships and families in essential respects.” 131
· Students who express a desire to want to resist same-sex attractions should be told that their feelings are based on stigma the
students feel from religious beliefs of parents or friends. 132
*490  · Students should be told that they should explore their sexual identity “by accepting homosexuality and bisexuality as
normal and positive variants of human sexual orientation” 133  and that any attempts to resist or change their same-sex attractions
could be harmful. 134
While courts have granted schools broad discretion to instill values the schools believe constitute “shared values of a civilized
social order,” 135  nothing in the case law grants schools authority to teach children false or harmful information. To the extent
schools teach children factually inaccurate or physically harmful information concerning same-sex sexual attractions, behavior,
and orientation, they should be subject to legal liability.
IV. Public Schools Violate Parents' Rights and Engage in Educational Malpractice When
They Teach Children That Engaging in Homosexual Conduct is Healthy and Normal.
A. Schools Fail to Provide Factually Accurate Information Concerning Sexual Orientation and Same-Sex Attractions.
A 2010 open letter to school superintendents by the American College of Pediatricians highlights the inaccurate and harmful
information conveyed when schools instruct students that same-sex attractions are healthy and normal variants of sexuality. 136
The letter points out that “there is no scientific evidence that an individual is born ‘gay’ or ‘transgender”’ and that some who
seek to resist same-sex attractions “respond well to therapy.” 137  Quoting Dr. Francis Collins, former Director of the Genome
Project, the letter states that “while homosexuality may be genetically influenced, it is ‘not hardwired by DNA, and that whatever
genes are involved represent predispositions, not predeterminations.”’ 138  The letter cautions schools not to encourage students
to self-identify as gay or lesbian *491  based on the fact that “[r]igorous studies demonstrate that most adolescents who initially
experience same-sex attraction, or are sexually confused, no longer experience such attractions by age 25.” 139  Discouraging
early identification as gay or lesbian also has direct safety benefits. A 1991 study found that “for each year an adolescent delays,
the risk of suicide alone decreases by 20%.” 140
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Despite its recommendations to encourage students to explore their sexual identity, the APA's materials actually are consistent
with the American College of Pediatrician's Open Letter concerning the lack of scientific evidence for a “gay gene.” For
example, in August 2009, the Report of the American Psychological Association Task Force on Appropriate Therapeutic
Responses to Sexual Orientation was released. 141  In it, the APA task force admits that politics, rather than well-documented
scientific or medical evidence, provided the impetus to declassify homosexuality as a disorder in 1973. 142  The lack of scientific
evidence to support a “gay gene” is further evidenced by a statement on the APA's website in response to the question of “what
causes a person to have a particular sexual orientation?”
There is no consensus among scientists about the exact reasons that an individual develops a heterosexual, bisexual, gay,
or lesbian orientation. Although much research has examined the possible genetic, hormonal, developmental, social, and
cultural influences on sexual orientation, no findings have emerged that permit scientists to conclude that sexual orientation
is determined by any particular factor or factors. Many think that nature and nurture both play complex roles; most people
experience little or no sense of choice about their sexual orientation. 143
*492  The Task Force Report also concedes that there is a “dearth of scientifically sound research on the safety of sexual
orientation change efforts.” 144  Despite the lack of evidence establishing either that there is a “gay gene” or that it is harmful to
try to resist same-sex attractions, the Task Force Report concludes that “same-sex sexual attractions, behavior, and orientations
per se are normal and positive variants of human sexuality” 145  and that efforts to change one's sexual orientation should
be avoided. 146  The Task Force Report even encourages licensed mental health professionals to uncover and deconstruct the
client's dominant worldview beliefs that might be influencing the client's desire to change his sexual orientation. 147
Significantly, the Task Force Report wholly ignored a 2009 peer-reviewed journal issued months earlier by NARTH. 148  In
that first volume of the Journal of Human Sexuality, the results of more than a century of scientific and medical literature
were presented. 149  The NARTH Report “responds to three major claims underlying the APA's objections to the treatment of
homosexuality.” 150  Those claims are:
1. There is no conclusive or convincing evidence that sexual orientation may be changed through reorientation therapy.
2. Efforts to change sexual orientation are shown to be harmful and can lead to greater self-hatred, depression, and other self-
destructive behaviors.
3. There is no greater pathology in the homosexual population than the general population. 151
As to the first issue, the NARTH Report dedicates twenty-six pages summarizing 125 years of clinical and scientific reports,
reaching the *493  conclusion many clinicians have found, that therapies to help those struggling with unwanted same-sex
attractions are helpful-in other words, that change is possible. 152
The fact that efforts to change have proven helpful echoes the APA's admission that there is no evidence that sexual orientation
is determined solely by genetics. It is also consistent with scientific research finding that there is no “gay gene.” For example,
the most recent twin study repeats the findings of three earlier twin studies. 153  This most recent, and largest study, which
involved a random sampling of twins in Finland (6,001 female individuals and 3,152 males), demonstrates that homosexuality
is not determined solely, or even in large part, by genes. Dr. Whitehead offered his explanation of the results of the study: “The
results, by my calculations, do in fact, reinforce one conclusion drawn from previous studies. That is, if one identical twin-
male or female-has SSA [same-sex attractions], the chances are only about 10% that the co-twin also has it. In other words,
identical twins usually differ for SSA.” 154
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The NARTH Report also concluded, consistent with the Task Force Report conclusion, that there is no evidence that it is harmful
to try and change unwanted same-sex attractions. 155  Finally, the NARTH Report detailed the high risks of a wide-range of
medical, psychological, and relational dysfunctions among those who are involved in homosexual relationships. Those risks
include, for example, “significantly poorer mental health in terms of anxiety, depression, suicidality, and negative affect than
the heterosexual group.” 156  In particular, homosexual women demonstrated 3.5 times increased risk of drug dependence, 3.42
times increased risk of substance abuse disorder, and 4 times increased risk of alcohol dependence of 12-month prevalence,
as compared to heterosexual women. 157  A 2005 study reported that 41.8% of lesbians and 45.6% of bisexuals reported they
*494  were heavy alcohol drinkers, compared with 12.7% of heterosexuals. 158  Homosexual men demonstrated higher risks
than heterosexual men in those same categories, albeit by lower percentages than the women. 159
According to reports from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Agency of the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services, men who have sex with men (MSM) also are at significantly higher risks for sexually transmitted diseases.
Specifically, MSM accounted for 71% of all HIV infections among male adults and adolescents in 2005, 160  and this group
accounts for more than half of all new HIV infections in the United States each year. 161  The CDC also reported that the rate
of new HIV diagnoses, among MSM in the United States is more than 44 times that of other men. 162  The significant health
risks are not limited to HIV. MSM are 46 times more likely to contract syphilis than heterosexual men or women. 163  Men and
women engaged in homosexual conduct are also at a greater risk to suffer from psychological disorders, mental depression,
and eating disorders. 164  The NARTH Report summarizes various studies and findings where homosexual men and women
reported experiencing sexual addiction and being the victims or perpetrators of “sexual molestation, rape, *495  and other
predation at rates much higher than their heterosexual counterparts.” 165
Despite these facts, some schools fail to warn students of the risks of same-sex sexual activity when they choose to include the
topic of same-sex attractions in the curriculum.
B. Schools Should Be Liable for Teaching Factually Inaccurate Information
When schools teach children that “same-sex sexual attractions, behavior, and orientations per se are normal and positive variants
of human sexuality,” they fail to provide factually accurate information. The medical community has long documented the
increased health risks associated with homosexual conduct, yet, as discussed above, some schools are encouraging student
exploration with same-sex attractions through misinformation and omission. Under these circumstances, at least three separate
claims, one federal and two state, should be advanced when schools teach factually inaccurate information that is harmful to
students: a state claim of educational malpractice and a federal parental rights claim.
Although the claim of educational malpractice has been disfavored in American jurisprudence, 166  the claim should exist for
school districts that teach factually inaccurate and potentially harmful information to students concerning same-sex attractions.
As a cause of action based in negligence principles, when school districts teach factually inaccurate information to students,
thereby encouraging them to explore an unhealthy lifestyle, schools breach a duty of reasonable care owed to their students. 167
In addition, a parental rights claim also could potentially be successful by *496  convincing courts that school districts lose
their usual veil of broad discretion to inculcate whatever values they desire when they teach factually inaccurate information.
1. Schools should be liable in tort for teaching factually inaccurate information concerning same-sex attractions.
To succeed on a claim of educational malpractice, as a tort claim, a plaintiff would need to prove that the school owed the
students or parents a duty of care, that the school negligently breached the duty, and that plaintiff suffered injury proximately
caused by defendant's breach. 168  The first hurdle an educational malpractice plaintiff would have to overcome is to establish
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that schools owe students or parents a duty of care that is breached when schools teach materials that are factually or medically
inaccurate and, as a result of the misinformation, potential harm may come to the students.
One of the two leading educational malpractice claim cases specifically concluded that there is no duty of care owed to
students. 169  That case, however, did not involve teaching factually inaccurate and harmful information to students. Rather, the
case involved a claim that the school failed to adequately educate the student. The court held that there was no duty of care, in
part, because “classroom methodology affords no readily acceptable standards of care, or cause, or injury.” 170
In Peter W., an eighteen-year old student who had recently graduated sued the school, asserting various tort claims. The basis
of his claim was that the school had failed to apprehend his reading disabilities, had passed him from one grade to the next
without ensuring that he had achieved the necessary skills, and permitted him to graduate even though he was unable to read
above the eighth grade level. 171  The question before the court was whether the school owed a duty of care to students. The
court acknowledged that schools owe a duty of care in carrying out their responsibilities but that the duty did not satisfy the
legal standard for duty of care. In dismissing the plaintiff's claims, the court readily dispensed with the argument that because
schools assume the “the function of instruction” they have a “duty to exercise reasonable care in its discharge.” 172  The court
*497  also rejected the student's argument that the special relationship between students and teachers imposed a duty to exercise
reasonable care. 173
The court's rationale highlights the substantive distinction between the claims asserted in Peter W. and the claim of educational
malpractice based on teaching factually inaccurate and harmful information. The Peter W. court explained:
[C]lassroom methodology affords no readily acceptable standards of care, or cause, or injury. The science of pedagogy itself is
fraught with different and conflicting theories of how or what a child should be taught, and any laymen might-and commonly
does-have his own emphatic views on the subject. 174
Disputes over classroom methodology, however, are distinct from teaching inaccurate and harmful information. For example,
over the years, educators and parents have debated the propriety of various teaching methodologies, including new math, 175
whole language, and phonics. 176  The courts, as reflected in the rationale of the Peter W. court, have given school districts
complete discretion on the educational methodologies. Teaching methodology, however, cannot be interpreted so broadly as
to include inaccurate and harmful information. 177
The highest court in New York took a slightly different approach in the second leading educational malpractice case, concluding
that negligence claims based on failure to properly educate should be heard before the proper educational administrative
agency. 178  In Donohue, the recent graduate brought a claim for educational malpractice, alleging that “notwithstanding his
receipt of a certificate of graduation he lacks even the *498  rudimentary ability to comprehend written English on a level
sufficient to enable him to complete applications for employment.” 179  He alleged that the school failed to, among other things,
properly perform its duties insofar as it gave him passing grades, evaluate his mental ability and capacity, and provide adequate
school facilities and personnel. 180  The court explained the basis for its hesitancy to review educational malpractice claims:
To entertain a cause of action of “educational malpractice” would require the courts not merely to make judgments as to the
validity of broad educational policies-a course we have unfalteringly eschewed in the past-but, more importantly to sit in review
of the day-to-day implementation of these policies. 181
Even that court, however, left open the possibility of an educational malpractice claim under the right circumstances: “this is
not to say that there may never be gross violations of defined public policy which the courts would be obliged to recognize
and correct.” 182
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Outside the context of educational methodologies and day-to-day implementation of those methodologies, courts have found
school districts liable for negligence in a limited set of circumstances. For example, schools can be liable for negligent
supervision of a teacher who molests a student. 183  Similarly, a school district can be liable for negligent supervision of students
if a student harmed another student; although a plaintiff would need to show a history of harmful incidents on campus of which
the school was aware and did nothing to correct the situation. 184
A claim for educational malpractice based on teaching factually inaccurate and harmful information is more analogous to the
negligent supervision cases than the classroom methodology cases. Whatever the scope of discretion afforded educators in
fulfilling their educational duties, it cannot reach so far as to permit educators to teach factually inaccurate information that is
harmful to students. Once educators assume the responsibility to teach other parents' children, they must satisfy a minimal duty
of care that precludes them from teaching misinformation. In fact, the *499  definition of “teach” is “to instruct, to inform, to
communicate to another the knowledge of that of which he was before ignorant.” 185  “Knowledge” is then defined as “a clear
and certain perception of that which exists, or of truth and fact.” 186
Not surprisingly, therefore, state laws and regulations, require that the curriculum be medically and factually accurate, citing
the federal Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) as a proper source of information. A Washington statute, for
example, requires schools to “assure that sexual health education is medically and scientifically accurate,” which it defines as
verified or supported by research in compliance with scientific methods, is published in peer-review journals, where appropriate,
and is recognized as accurate and objective by professional organizations and agencies with expertise in the field of sexual
health including but not limited to . . . the federal centers for disease control and prevention. 187
As mentioned above, the CDC statistics reveal increased health risks associated with homosexual behavior, including HIV
and sexually transmitted diseases. Significantly, a CDC report published for youth found that 54% of all new people infected
with HIV, coming from the 13-24 age group, were from male-to-male sexual contact. 188  From 2001 to 2006, *500  male-to-
male sex was the largest transmission category for HIV and, in fact, the only category with increasing numbers. 189  Therefore,
whether it is based on a statute that requires factual information or simply a common sense approach to the role of an educator
to impart knowledge, educators breach a duty to provide factually accurate information when they tell students that same-sex
sexual activity is healthy and normal.
The next hurdle in an educational malpractice claim requires the student to establish that the school breached the duty of care
and that the breach of duty directly caused harm to the student. Both the Peter W. and Donohue courts acknowledged the
difficulty in proving causation. The Peter W. court explained that the “‘injury’ claimed here is plaintiff's inability to read and
write. Substantial professional authority attests that the achievement of literacy in the schools, or its failure, are influenced
by a host of factors which affect the pupil subjectively, from outside the formal teaching process, and beyond the control of
its ministers.” 190  The Donohue court was slightly more optimistic: “[a]s for proximate causation, while this element might
indeed be difficult, if not impossible, to prove in view of the many collateral factors involved in the learning process, it perhaps
assumes too much to conclude that it could never be established.” 191  Both cases, however, stand for the proposition that there
are too many factors that influence a student's academic success or failure to be able to hold school districts liable when a
student graduates despite failing to achieve certain educational benchmarks.
Depending on the circumstances, a plaintiff could establish that defendant's breach of duty to exercise reasonable care in
educating him proximately caused the harm suffered by the student who follows the school's instruction that homosexual conduct
is perfectly normal and healthy. While there are a variety of factual scenarios that could support legal action, one example would
include the student who is encouraged to explore homosexuality during the normal teen identity struggles. Causation might be
established if the student or his parents can show that the student experimented with same-sex relationships, not because he
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felt he was “born gay,” but because the educational instruction made the option more attractive through the factually inaccurate
information, and the student subsequently contracted HIV, “voluntarily” entered into a sexual relationship with an older man
(statutory rape), or committed suicide as a  *501  result of depression. Similarly, if educators and school counselors encourage
youth to explore same-sex attractions without warning of the substantial health and emotional risks, a plaintiff might be able
to establish causation and harm under the scenarios mentioned above. 192
Admittedly, there are problems in trying to prove a claim of educational malpractice. That fact alone, however, should not shield
schools from liability for encouraging youth to engage in potentially harmful conduct based on factually inaccurate instruction.
At a minimum, plaintiffs' claims should survive a motion to dismiss to permit litigation on the questions of causation and harm.
2. Schools violate parental rights when they teach factually inaccurate information concerning sexual orientation.
Perhaps an easier claim to advance is a parental rights claim. As discussed above, traditionally parental rights challenges to
curriculum have failed. 193  Those cases, however, did not challenge the truthfulness and accuracy of the information conveyed,
which is a constitutionally significant fact. For example, while the Parkers, who sued after King and King was read to their
elementary school student, sought the right to opt their children out of training in Massachusetts schools based on their religious
or moral objections to the instruction, they did not challenge the school district's authority to even teach the materials in the
first place. Unquestionably, courts have found that schools have broad discretion concerning curriculum choices. One federal
district court aptly summarized the case law:
A school district has the undoubted right to determine school curriculum and control the in-class pedagogical methods of its
teachers. *502  Conward v. Cambridge School Comm., 171 F.3d 12, 23 (1st Cir.1999); Ward v. Hickey, 996 F.2d 448, 452-53
(1st Cir.1993). School officials have broad discretion to restrict school speech in order to further educational goals. Bethel
School Dist. No. 403 v. Fraser, 478 U.S. 675, 683-86 (1986); Conward, 171 F.3d at 23; Ward, 996 F.2d at 452. This discretion
includes “the right to design curricula and select textbooks.” Conward, 171 F.3d at 23. It is based on “the State's power to
prescribe a curriculum for institutions which it supports.” Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 U.S. 390, 402 (1923). In Milliken v. Bradley,
418 U.S. 717, 741 (1974), Chief Justice Burger wrote: “No single tradition in public education is more deeply rooted than local
control over the operation of schools; local autonomy has long been thought essential both to the maintenance of community
concern and support for public schools and to quality of the educational process.” 194
No state, however, vests school districts with authority to teach false information. In fact, the statement is an oxymoron-to
instill false information in students is not teaching-and directly contrary to the statutes or regulations in some states. Thus, when
plaintiffs sufficiently plead that the school district is providing factually inaccurate information, and thus is not entitled to the
discretion typically afforded schools concerning curriculum decisions, the burden should shift to the school board to establish
that the curriculum is factually and medically accurate. Absent such proof, plaintiffs should prevail on their parental rights
claim. A school would, therefore, be obligated to accommodate the parents' opt out request.
It is important to point out that even if parents were successful in asserting a parental rights claim, schools would not be
prohibited from teaching the material. Instead, parents would be able to opt their children out from the objectionable material,
and potentially receive a monetary award in the form of damages and attorneys' fees. The long-term result, however, might be
that schools stop teaching the material in order to avoid the costs of litigation.
*503  C. Courts Should Enjoin Factually Inaccurate Curricula.
A final option is for plaintiffs to seek a court order declaring the curriculum to be factually inaccurate and enjoining its
implementation. According to well-established principles of equity, a plaintiff seeking a permanent injunction must satisfy
a four-factor test before a court may grant the requested relief. 195  A plaintiff must demonstrate: (1) that it has suffered an
irreparable injury; (2) that remedies available at law, such as monetary damages, are inadequate to compensate for that injury; (3)
that, considering the balance of hardships between the plaintiff and defendant, a remedy in equity is warranted; and (4) that the
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public interest would not be disserved by a permanent injunction. 196  A situation where school districts are conveying factually
and medically inaccurate information that jeopardizes the health and safety of its students should satisfy the four-factor test.
In those states that affirmatively require schools to provide medically and factually accurate information concerning same-sex
sexual attractions, plaintiffs should be entitled to permanent injunctive relief in connection with an action that seeks a declaratory
judgment that the curriculum fails to comply with the statutory requirements. 197  Given the staggering health risks associated
with same-sex sexual activity, particularly among the youth, plaintiffs can demonstrate that they will suffer irreparable injury
if the curriculum is not enjoined. As to the second factor, any harm that would ensue as a result of a child engaging in risky
sexual activity after exposure to the false information provided by the school could not adequately be compensated monetarily.
For these same reasons, equity weighs in favor of granting the injunction and enjoining the factually inaccurate curriculum-the
school simply has no legitimate, protected interest in providing false information to its students. Finally, the public interest is
served through an order that protects our youth from unnecessary exposure to risky sexual behavior.
Conclusion
In an effort to be tolerant and accepting, schools are normalizing homosexual conduct by failing to warn students of the
significant health *504  risks associated with same-sex sexual conduct. Although based on novel theories, or novel twists to old
theories, lawsuits need to be brought challenging the authority of school districts to mislead children about same-sex attractions.
Armed with the growing body of research refuting the unsupported conclusions that people are born gay and cannot change,
school districts have an obligation to provide accurate information to the students entrusted to their care. When they abdicate
that responsibility, they should be held liable in tort and for violating the fundamental liberty interest of parents who expect
schools to educate and not harm their children.
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